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Birdwatching
17 Sparrows in Maine (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen2 days ago
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Birdwatching
3 Falcons in Massachusetts (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen4 days ago
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Birds
White-necked Raven – Corvus albicollis (With Pictures)
 by Allan McLennan1 week ago
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Birds
The Somali Ostrich (Struthio molybdophanes)
 by Allan McLennan2 weeks ago
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Birdwatching
Birds of the African Savanna (With Pictures)
 by Raeesah Habib2 weeks ago
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 Birdwatching
15 Owls in Washington (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen

Washington State, a haven for birdwatchers and nature enthusiasts, offers a unique opportunity to explore the mysterious and fascinating world of owls. With its diverse landscapes ranging from dense, evergreen forests to the rugged coastlines and...
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 Birdwatching
Vultures in Illinois (With PIctures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen

In the diverse landscapes of Illinois, vultures soar with an air of mystery and ecological significance. Often misunderstood, these avian custodians play a crucial role in maintaining the health of ecosystems. This article takes a closer look at the...
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 Birdwatching
8 Owls in West Virginia (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen

West Virginia, a state known for its rich biodiversity and stunning natural landscapes, offers a unique haven for one of nature’s most intriguing and mysterious creatures: the owl. These nocturnal birds of prey, with their enigmatic eyes and...
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 Birdwatching
8 Hawks in West Virginia (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen

West Virginia’s diverse landscapes, from its sprawling forests to rugged mountains, create an ideal habitat for various hawk species. These majestic birds of prey are not only integral to the ecosystem for their role in controlling rodent and...
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 Birdwatching
14 Owls in Idaho (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen

Owls, the enigmatic and captivating birds of prey, hold a special place in Idaho’s diverse wildlife. This article delves into the fascinating world of Idaho’s owls, exploring their unique behaviors, habitats, and the pivotal role they...
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 Birds
The Comprehensive Guide to Storing Birdseed: 11 Handy Tips (With Pictures)
 by Tristan Silver

Have you recently noticed the abundance of birdlife in your backyard and considered feeding your feathered friends? If so, you’ll know that using birdseed is an effective way of attracting birds to your yard. One of the essential aspects of feeding...
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 Birdwatching
9 Birds With Red Head in the UK (With Pictures)
 by Kim Anisi

Birds with red heads aren’t very common in the UK, but there are a few species that stand out when you manage to spot them. In this article, you’ll learn about the elusive Black Grouse, the acrobatic Swallow, the majestic Pheasant, the cute...
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 Birdwatching
15 Birds of Uganda (With Pictures)
 by Raeesah Habib

Located in the heart of East Africa, Uganda’s diverse landscape—ranging from dense rainforests and expansive savannas to serene lakeshores and mist-covered mountains—supports over a thousand bird species.  Uganda also serves as a stopover and...
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 Birdwatching
Swans in Michigan (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen

In the diverse and picturesque landscapes of Michigan, swans glide majestically through the state’s abundant waterways, epitomizing grace and serenity. This article embarks on a journey to explore the enchanting world of Michigan’s...
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 Birdwatching
Hummingbirds in Indiana (With Pictures)
 by Jacob Irgens-Møller Nielsen

Hummingbirds, those tiny, vibrant jewels of the sky, are a captivating sight in Indiana’s diverse landscapes. As spring unfurls its colors across the Hoosier state, these miniature aviators embark on their remarkable journey north, bringing...
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